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Sponsoring a general perspective, citizenship is a recognition that emerges from the social, 

political and cultural rights of a person, which is why this article has the general purpose of 

revealing the integrating elements of a transdisciplinary vision of citizenship, interculturality and 

research as a social basis for regional development, seen in this way, research has epistemic 

relevance the promotion of knowledge, supported by the interpretive paradigm intertwining 

citizenship with interculturality and research as a social symbiosis for regional development what 

is framed in the ethnographic research that studies the characteristics of certain groups, with the 

interview and script of questions as techniques and instruments of information collection, 

respectively, and with the analysis from the point of view of categorization, triangulation and 

contrast, reaching the conclusion that the cities Adams have to value their roots, cultural aspects 

and appropriate their land in order to project the essence that characterizes them, of their progress, 

so the research results in an exegesis, description of the central theme based on the regional 

development of the country. Apure State, in fact, it was possible to know and interpret the 

transdisciplinary idea of citizenship, its assertions, characteristics and contribution, from different 

assertions, to the ideas of interculturality and research, from the integration of social groups with 

the university, a source of knowledge, sapience and constant inquiry as a mechanism for academic 

and intellectual survival. 
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